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Figure 1: We developed a room scale virtual reality game where players controlled toy army men using speech and gaze. The
environment, shown above, included a range of game objects and everyday objects distributed in the environment that could
be referenced by deictic expressions or name. The toy soldier agents could be commanded to complete tasks such as occupy a
checkpoint, capture a flag, or interact with objects in the environment.

ABSTRACT
Current virtual environment (VEs) input techniques often over-
look speech as a useful control modality. Speech could improve
interaction in multimodal VEs by enabling users to address ob-
jects, locations, and agents, yet research on how to design effective
speech for VEs is limited. Our paper investigates the effect of agent
feedback on speech VE experiences. Through a lab study, users
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commanded agents to navigate a VE, receiving either auditory,
visual or behavioural feedback. Based on a post interaction semi-
structured interview, we find that the type of feedback given by
agents is critical to user experience. Specifically auditory mecha-
nisms are preferred, allowing users to engage with other modalities
seamlessly during interaction. Although command-like utterances
were frequently used, it was perceived as contextually appropriate,
ensuring users were understood. Many also found it difficult to
discover speech-based functionality. Drawing on these, we discuss
key challenges for designing speech input for VEs.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); User studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Speech is often overlooked as an input technique for virtual envi-
ronments (VEs). Current research and commercial products have
typically focused on gesture, gaze, and locomotion, but input tech-
niques that require physical action have limitations that make them
unsatisfying in otherwise high fidelity VE interactions [11]. The
mapping of continuous human motion to discrete controls presents
serious challenges, and physical inputs have limitations including
low information capacity[45], fatigue [46], and encumbrance [26].
Incorporating speech as a modality for VE interaction could over-
come these challenges by adding a familiar and information rich
input technique to existing physical inputs. Speech as part of a
multimodal experience was demonstrated in the foundational “Put
that there” [3] system, but exploring how speech input works in
a modern multimodal VE presents a new series of challenges and
opportunities.

State-of-the-art VEs, such as room-scale virtual reality appli-
cations using HTC Vive, go substantially beyond the affordances
imagined in the original “Put that there” [3] system. VEs enable
new kinds of multimodal feedback that make full use of visual and
auditory modalities combined with spatial understanding in a fully
three dimensional space. Speech is a potentially powerful addition
to this kind of multimodal experience, which is particularly impor-
tant in embodied VE experiences. A VE creates a space for spatially
distributed references, including objects, virtual agents, and loca-
tions. Interaction in a VE can take place between multiple users,
users and agents, and users and objects. By incorporating speech
with traditional input techniques in VEs, we have an opportunity to
develop experiences offering deeply instinctive control for a variety
of situations and tasks.

Although speech shows promise as a control modality, there has
been limited research about how to the design speech experiences
for an effective and usable voice experience in a VE. This paper
focuses on the challenge of feedback, making use of the visual, au-
dio, and spatial capabilities of immersive virtual reality to provide
feedback during speech interaction. We developed an immersive
virtual reality game where users commanded virtual agents using
speech to complete tasks like occupying checkpoints and capturing
flags, as shown in Figure 1. We completed a qualitative lab eval-
uation to explore how three different styles of feedback provided
by the virtual agents affected user experience when commanding
these agents. Our results demonstrate that when using speech to
command agents, participants prefer speech based responses from
the agents as confirmation. Participants used the different feedback
styles to characterise the agents and assess their competence. Al-
though 3D VEs afford spatial contexts for natural language use,

users still used command-like utterances to control the agents, be-
cause of the task context along with the desire to ensure they were
understood. Our paper contributes by identifying key design pref-
erences for speech based feedback when commanding agents in
virtual environments as well as identifying user language choices
in speech-based VE interaction.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Multimodality in Virtual Environments
Inspired by “Put That There” [3], the concept of multimodality has
become a major research topic in VE research. Multimodality tends
to be introduced with the goal of enriching the VE experience by
increasing the immersion, realism and naturalness of interaction [6,
22, 44, 49, 52]. Especially for screen based (rather than immersive)
VEs, the fusion of voice and direct manipulation based interfaces to
bring effective multimodal interactions has been a key theme [12,
13, 53, 57]. Much of the research on multimodality in VEs centres
around the usability impact and/or preference for specific input
modality combinations. The fusion of speech with other modalities
like gesture can lead to new meaning of actions, when compared to
these modalities being used on their own. Multimodal research in
AR highlights that, when speech and gesture are used in tandem,
the meaning of gestures becomes intertwined with corresponding
speech commands [31, 32].

Research on multimodal feedback in VEs is more limited. Using a
number of feedback modalities can lead users to have a more realis-
tic experience. Work using VR to examine behaviours in dangerous
real world situations found that using multisensory feedback led
people to find the experience more realistic than if using just using
audio visual feedback channels [48]. Moreover, utilizing sound and
haptic feedback in combination enhances positive user perceptions
in VE experiences [5]. Although designing feedback to combine
senses like smell [6, 41] have been researched, more commonly
studies look specifically at one feedback modality, with haptics and
vibrotactile feedback being the focus of much work [25, 28, 29, 43].

2.2 Virtual Environments, Speech and Design
Using speech in VE interactions is thought to hold a number of ben-
efits [35].When compared to different forms of control mechanisms,
such as using icons as well as realistic 3D visual representation
of objects to control functionality, speech is seen as easy to learn,
uncomplicated, fast and a simple way of handling text input in
VR space [23]. As with its wider use through intelligent personal
assistants in mobile phones and smart speaker devices [9, 21, 34],
speech in VEs is also perceived as effective in facilitating multitask-
ing, freeing up other modalities of control [35]. It has been proposed
that speech can lead to a more natural and efficient form of inter-
action in VEs, as users are already familiar with using speech as
an interaction modality through conversation [35]. It would allow
users to refer to objects and functions that are not directly visible,
thus not limiting the interaction space to that which is visible [35].
The benefits of speech may also be especially apparent when us-
ing means of graphical input is less efficient [47]. Especially when
combined with other modalities afforded by VR such as gesture,
speech significantly improves user task performance and the VE
experience [24]. Yet, design of the VE experience is also critical to
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the success of using speech in VEs. For instance, designing agents
to be embodied rather than non-embodied leads to higher ratings
of social presence and relatability in speech based VR interactions
[50, 54].

2.3 Speech in agent interaction and the
importance of feedback

Although design may lead to more positive, natural VE experiences,
the language used for VE control of agents is still likely to be highly
constrained compared to natural language with human partners
[35]. Work on language use with intelligent personal assistants
[17, 40] and on human-machine dialogue research more widely
[1] [30] emphasises that constrained language is common when
talking to agents. Users tend to adapt their speech, using fewer
fillers and tended to request confirmation more explicitly in dia-
logue with machine partners [1]. Agents are regularly seen as at
risk listeners [39] and less able communicative partners compared
to humans [4], leading users to adapt their speech to make sure that
they are being understood [4]. Based on this, agent feedback may
play a pivotal role in speech based VE user experience by allowing
the agents to signal attention and comprehension, assuaging con-
cerns over whether commands have been registered by the agent.
In co-present speech interactions, partner feedback is a critical
component of successful conversation [8]. It serves to facilitate the
development of mutual belief between dialogue partners that they
have understood each other, which helps to build common ground
[7, 8, 18]. This feedback can be given through back channelling (e.g.
"uh-huh", "yeah"), responding with specific requests or utterances
that confirm understanding, or through providing visual evidence
that they have understood the utterance (e.g. conducting an action
based on a request) [8].

3 INVESTIGATING THE IMPACT OF
FEEDBACK ON VOICE CONTROL IN
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS

We completed a qualitative lab evaluation of a VR application that
used speech combined with gaze as a way of controlling agents in a
VE. Speech has potential as a control modality for agent interaction
in virtual environments [50, 54]. Yet there is limited research about
how to design effective speech based VE interactions. Our work
focuses on a critical component of design in these environments; the
user feedback from agents that commands have been understood
and completed. Our analysis focuses on user preferences of these
feedback mechanisms, identifying their impact on user experience
and how users perceived their own interactions with the system.

3.1 Application
We developed a room-scale VR game where players could command
toy soldiers using speech to complete tasks such a capturing a
flag and occupying checkpoints, as shown in Figure 2. The virtual
environment was a casual home office space that included game
elements like flags and shooting targets and everyday objects such
as a lamp, books, and a radio. Within the game, the user was in
embodied VR, and thus could move throughout the environment

by walking or head position, thus choosing their own perspective
in real time.

The application included three toy soldier figures coloured green,
blue, and orange. Each toy soldier could be selected using colour
or pronouns combined with gaze (e.g. “Blue soldier” or “You”). Toy
soldiers could be commanded to move to a named object or by using
a deictic expressions combined with gaze (e.g. “Blue soldier, move
to the cup” or “Blue soldier, move there”). Players commanded the
toy soldiers to complete actions such as capturing a flag, turning
on a lamp, or shooting targets using speech and gaze.

The application included three different feedback techniques,
speech, visual, and behavioural, to investigate how feedback would
influence user experience and speech input in a virtual environment.
Each feedback type implemented output for soldier selection and
command comprehension.

Figure 2: Toy soldiers could respond to speech commands
with speech, visual, or behavioural feedback. For speech
feedback, soldiers would respond verbally to selection and
command execution. For visual feedback, user interface ele-
ments would appear to indicate selection and command ex-
ecution. For behavioural feedback, toy soldiers would ani-
mate behaviours for selection and command execution.
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3.1.1 Speech Feedback. During game play, toy soldiers could re-
spond with speech feedback after selection and while completing
commands, as shown in Figure 2, Top. After selection, toy soldiers
would respond with a randomly selected audio clip (e.g. “Ready!” or
“Attention!”). After commands were parsed, toy soldiers would also
respond verbally before completing the task (e.g. “Yes Sir!”). Speech
feedback was implemented using directional audio, so players could
hear the location of soldier without requiring visual attention.

Speech feedback in a VE creates the opportunity for more dia-
logue based interactions with the virtual agents and provides spatial
cues to agents’ locations. Speech feedback creates a clear connec-
tion between input and output, creating a sense of more continuous
interactions between players and agents.

3.1.2 Visual Feedback. Visual feedback was displayed as user in-
terface elements overlayed on top of the VE, as shown in Figure
2, Middle. A matching coloured bar was displayed above a toy sol-
dier to indicate selection and a matching caret was displayed in
the environment to indicate where a command would be executed.
These elements were rendered so they were scaled correctly to the
perspective projection but always drawn over other visual elements
to guarantee visibility regardless of location.

Visual feedback is possible in a VE with more flexibility than
traditional voice only agents. A VE makes it possible to embed
visual feedback situated in 3D space, providing visual and spatial
information. There is also significant flexibility in where and how
feedback is displayed, especially when players use a headmounted
display such as HTC Vive.

3.1.3 Behavioural Feedback. Toy soldiers could respond with ani-
mated behaviours as a form of feedback. Soldiers rotated towards
the speaker to indicate selection, as shown in Figure 2 Bottom, and
would rotate away to indicate de-selection. Soldiers also displayed
animations such as shooting and capturing flags while commands
were executed.

This kind of behavioural feedback aimed to mimic the kinds of
social signals that would be “given off” during human-to-human
interaction. Although such feedback is more subtle than speech or
visual feedback described above, these behaviours can provide a rich
source of feedback to players that supports individual interpretation
and understanding.

3.1.4 Implementation. The application was implemented in Unity
and designed for the HTC Vive headset. Visual assets for the home
office scene1 and toy soldier models2 were purchased for the ap-
plication and used in accordance with the Unity Asset Store terms
and conditions.

So as to recognise user speech commands, we used a commercial
automatic speech recognition tool (IBM Watson Speech to Text)
which was integrated into the Unity implementation. As a commer-
cial product, accuracy in real time was deemed of high quality, and
reflective of the types of speech recognition tools likely to be used
when using speech in commercial VR applications. Speech input
was then processed using the Windows Dictation service, refined
1Gabro Media, HQ Suburban House, https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/
environments
/urban/hq-suburban-house-81890
2Mixaill, Toy Soldiers, https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/characters/toy-
soldiers-61368

using a keyword resolution service, and finalised using a command
resolution service. The application processed streams of speech as
a single phrase using a 0.3 second threshold to segment strings.

Once speech was processed into string segments, the application
completed a keyword resolution step to match phonetic pronuncia-
tions with valid vocabulary. When a string could not be matched
to the application vocabulary, it was converted to its phonetic rep-
resentation and its Levenshtein string distance [33] was computed
across the valid vocabulary to find a nearest match. If there was a
match within the valid threshold, the keyword resolution service
would return a valid keyword. If no match could be found, the
service returned "NOMATCH" to allow the probabilistic command
resolver to take these unmatched keywords into account.

Processing the keyword resolved strings into executable com-
mands was the final stage in processing speech input. We imple-
mented a probabilistic model that used the keyword resolved string,
current application and task state, and gaze position to construct a
command that could be issued to the application.

3.2 Procedure
The evaluation was composed of three tasks; a training task, a struc-
tured task, and an open ended task. The evaluation then concluded
with a semi-structured interview.

3.2.1 Training Task. Participants completed a training task using
the speech input with a single toy soldier. Text positioned within
the VE prompted participants to select the soldier, move them, and
interact with different objects. This training introduced the system’s
ability to refer to places using deictic expressions (e.g. “move here;”)
or by naming locations (e.g. “move to the magazine”). Participants
were also introduced to the capabilities of the toy soldiers within
the environment, for example the ability to turn on the desk lamp.

3.2.2 Structured Task: Capture the Flag. Participants completed a
structured “Capture the Flag” task using three toy soldiers. Each
soldier was required to occupy a checkpoint corresponding to their
colour before capturing a flag and returning it to the starting point.
The checkpoints and flags were distributed throughout the envi-
ronment. There was no time limit or required order to reach the
checkpoints and capture the flags. The distance each agent had to
travel to achieve all their goals was equally distant.

3.2.3 Open-Ended Task: Free Play. Participants completed an open-
ended task using three toy soldiers with the purposefully vague
goal of “Achieve whatever you can, commander.” There was no
time limit since the goal of the open ended task was to encourage
participants to explore the affordances of the scene and test the
capability and competence of the toy soldiers. The free play scene
included a number of interactive objects such as a lamp, a blue
police box 3, and enemy soldiers.

3.3 Experimental Design
During the training task, participants interacted with a single toy
soldier that displayed all three feedback techniques. The colour of
the toy soldier (blue, green, or orange) was counter-balanced across
all participants.
3The TARDIS is a timemachine in the form of a small blue “Police Box” from the popular
science fiction series Doctor Who https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006q2x0
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For the structured and open-ended tasks, participants interacted
with three (blue, green, and orange) toy soldiers. For each partic-
ipant, the three soldiers were assigned to a feedback technique
(speech, visual, and behavioural) that remained fixed for the re-
mainder of the experiment. The assignment of colours to feedback
techniques was counter-balanced across all participants.

The experiment was held in a controlled room-scale VR lab
setting using an HTC Vive and a Blue Snowball Ice microphone. 21
participants were recruited from a university campus population
with an average age of 22.3yrs. Participants were recruited via email
and through convenience sampling. Participants were not paid for
participation. The study lasted approximately thirty minutes.

4 RESULTS
4.1 General language use in interaction
The voice interactions were transcribed using IBM Watson and
were then verified and corrected manually. The transcripts were
used to give insight into the types of commands that were being
used in interaction and contextualise the qualitative analysis.

Across the experiment there were 2501 statements, with an av-
erage of 41.68 per experimental session. Across the tasks there
were 30.15 statements in the training condition, 62.5 in the capture
the flag task and 32.4 in the free play task. Much of the language
used was command-based, with each statement on average being
3.54 words. Most of the common statements were specific refer-
ences to the agent they wished to command using the colour (e.g.
"blue"; N=130, "green"; N=135, "orange"; N=101) or the colour paired
with a verb (e.g. "blue move"; N=55, "blue go"; N=9). Controlling
the agent with a single command was also common (e.g. "move";
N=339, "fire"; N=52). Although not as frequent as the statements
mentioned, participants also used spatial deixis (e.g. "green move
here"; N=22, "move here"; N=20) slightly more than using specific
nouns referencing objects in the environment (e.g. "move to the
mug"; N=14, "turn on the light; N=16).

4.2 Relationships and Characterisation
At the end of the evaluation, participants often had strong charac-
terisations of the toy soldier agents and preferences influenced by
the feedback modality. 42% of participants participants preferred
speech feedback (N=9), 29% preferred visual feedback (N=6), and
29% preferred behavioural feedback (N=6) conditions (see Fig. 3).
However, there was a strong bias towards preferences for the toy
soldier agent that participants completed their training task with,
with just over half of participants favouring the agent colour from
the training task (which was counter-balanced).

4.2.1 Familiar Agents. Even though the training task was relatively
short, participants often characterised the training agent as being
more familiar, as being important because they had trained them,
developing a bond. For example, when one participant was asked
which agent was their favourite they responded “I think because you
start off with green so it’s kind of familiar” [P04]. Another participant
preferred the blue soldier because “I had the most time with so we
bonded” [P10]. Even a short introductory task was enough to foster
an increased sense of familiarity. The experience of training with a
specific soldier was also mentioned, with one participant preferring

the training agent because “I learned how to shoot with him so
that was the first one to actually do stuff” [P16] Participants often
imagined surprisingly nuanced relationships with different agents,
for example one participant (who trained with the green soldier)
stated that “you can have this old sentimental attachment to the green
but the orange really came through and the blue was pretty solid.
They all had their [eh] good points” [P05].

4.2.2 Perceived Competence. Second to familiarity, perceived com-
petence was an important factor in choosing a preferred agent.
The agent giving speech feedback was the most popular, and users
often described this agent as more competent or as more likely to
listen to commands. For example, when describing the challenges
of getting agents to listen, one participant stated that “you have to
do something but your blue [visual feedback] soldiers not listening
so you have to argue with him, your orange [behavioural feedback]
soldier is lost behind a plant pot” [P20]. Speech feedback was often
equated to an agent being responsive and listening, and the absence
of speech feedback led to frustrations. When discussing the need to
repeat commands, one participant stated that “I have to say green
[visual feedback] multiple times just because I don’t know if he heard
me” [P03]. When describing the competence of different agents,
one participant stated that "not blue [visual feedback], no. I liked
orange [behavioural feedback] he seemed to know what was going
on and green [speech feedback] was obedient but I don’t think he’s
leadership material” [P13]. Participants characterised agents based
on the feedback they displayed, and speech was often described as
competent and/or obedient.

4.2.3 Roleplay and Game Context. The game context, the role of
“commander” had an influence on how participants chose to speak
and how they related to the toy soldier agents. Participants often
enjoyed the experience of commanding in this context, for example
when discussing their speech choices one participant stated that
they were “taking the role of commander. I was deliberately trying to
phrase things as just a short command” [P19]. Given the technical
constraints in speech segmentation and our command-based imple-
mentation, speech in short commands also resulted in a better user
experience. Participants also enjoyed expressing themselves as part
of their commanding role, for example stating that “it’s definitely
more enjoyable being able to shout at things and having responses
than like typing something”.

4.3 Understanding Feedback Modalities
Participants described the advantages and affordances of the three
different feedback modalities. This included the modalities individ-
ually (as displayed in the structured and open ended tasks), and in
unison (as displayed during the training task).

4.3.1 Eyes-Free Confirmation. Speech was the most popular feed-
back technique, in particular when participants wanted to visually
scan the environment while completing tasks without needing to
attend directly to the soldier agents. When discussing the most
useful feedback, one participant stated that "I would say a sound
response because you can be looking around the environment to see
what there is to do." [P10]. When agents provided speech feedback,
participants could attend to different areas in the VEwhile maintain-
ing an awareness of the location and actions of the agent they had
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Figure 3: Frequency of Participant Modality Preference

just commanded. In our application, this affordance was especially
useful when planning tasks which required attention in different
spaces in the VE. One participant stated that “I didn’t look at them
I was looking where I wanted them to go... so the audio feedback
was very useful” [P14]. The absence of speech feedback often led to
confusion when visually attending to different parts of the VE, for
example “there was one time where I told blue [speech feedback] to
go somewhere and I wasn’t looking at him and he didn’t reply to me
so I had no idea if he knew what I’d said or not...not getting an audio
response made me really confused as to whether or not anything had
happened” [P19]. In this case, the participant could not differentiate
between a false negative for command execution or simply not
hearing the feedback.

4.3.2 Reciprocal Speech. Speech feedback provides information
during interaction, but also plays the important role of recipro-
cating speech input. This resulted in participants perceiving the
interactions as more natural, conversational, or enjoyable. The re-
ciprocation of speech is the first step towards conversations, for
example one participant stated that “it just felt like it was like a
conversation - I would say something to it and it would talk back. I
think there’s one that didn’t respond at one point and I wasn’t sure if
it was gonna move or not” [P21]. Even given the relatively limited
vocabulary of the toy soldier agents, the speech feedback provided
a sense of a dialogue taking place between participants and agents.

4.3.3 Complementary Feedback Modalities. While auditory con-
firmation was an important feature in the task, participants also
discussed errors when speech was used alone. For example, our
scene only included one speaking agent at a time but participants
highlighted the challenge of differentiating voices if multiple agents
occupied the scene. One participant stated that “I couldn’t tell the
difference between the voices. There was one point where one said ‘yes

sir’ but I couldn’t tell which it was, whereas the health bar [visual
feedback] was a lot more obvious” [P15]. Although the speech feed-
back was implemented with directional audio, the visual cues were
explicitly placed at a location within the VE. When more precise
feedback was needed, participants were more likely to visually scan
the room than listen for audio, for example “the green bar was also
useful if I ever forgot which unit I had selected then I could just look
around the room and sometimes see it” [P1].

4.4 Communication Techniques
When discussing how they approached speaking to the system,
participants were varied in how natural or stilted they felt their in-
teractions were. Although many participants described their speech
as “natural,” there was clear evidence that participants adapted their
languages to suit both the game task and the agent partners.

4.4.1 Adapting Language to the Task. Participants often described
their speech patterns as natural given the task of commanding toy
soldiers. One participant described this as “it wasn’t a conversation it
was mostly like me saying commands but it was pretty natural in the
sense of the setup ... you don’t need to have a conversation when you’re
commanding soldiers” [P16]. The types of tasks required during the
game were easily completed using a simple command structure.
Participants described how they simplified their speech in this
context, for example “it’s not that it is less natural it’s just removing
redundant information from the conversation” [P20].

4.4.2 Adapting Language to the Partner. Participants described
how they adapted their speech to better communicate with the
toy soldier agents. This was often driven by a desire to simply
be understood without having to repeat or clarify commands. For
example, one participant stated that “I was focusingmore on speaking
clearly than just speaking normally” [P11]. Based on game play
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experiences, some participants reduced the number of words in
their input and resorted to simpler commands. For example, “I was
just trying to be as clear and precise, sort of procedural about it as
possible” [P12]. As participants learned more about the capabilities
of the soldiers, they also adapted their language. For example, one
participant stated that “it felt very natural at first until there was the
first miscommunication and then it broke down into colour, command”
P01.

The need to adapt utterances based on the application was seen
as an error or something that could be improved in future designs.
For example, on participant stated that “our language shouldn’t
really change for technology technology should adapt for our speech,
we shouldn’t have to change the way we speak for it to be beneficial”
[P7]. Latency often required participants to adapt their manner of
speaking, for example “if possible with voice recognition these days,
if it could react faster to what I’m saying and if I could speak a little
more informally” [P11].

5 DISCUSSION
Our evaluation explored how different agent feedback designs af-
fected user experience when introducing speech as a control modal-
ity in VEs. Speech has been under-investigated compared to other
more common modalities such as gaze and controller based in-
teraction. Our work builds on recent efforts to explore the user
experience of speech in VEs [23, 49, 50, 54], focusing in particular
on feedback design when commanding agents in VEs.

We found that auditory feedback was preferred above visual
and agent behavioural feedback, giving participants the ability to
engage with other input modalities, allowing them to scan their
environment and move on to other tasks more effectively. However,
each feedback technique had strengths and participants felt that
the feedback techniques could be used simultaneously. Providing
multimodal cues is especially powerful in a VE when users may
be attending to complex tasks distributed throughout a large 3D
environment.

Participants also clearly altered their speech to the context and
task, whilst also adapting because of the machine nature of the
partner. Users felt that, although they should not need to change
their language to succeed in the interaction, it was necessary to do
so.

5.1 Commanding Virtual Agents
Through the statements in the transcripts and the interviews, it is
clear that participants commonly utilised commands rather than
attempting to use more complex language. Participant comments
emphasise that they felt this was driven by the type of task, with
commands being seen as a natural way of interacting verbally in
this context. They also stated that they felt this command driven
approach ensured communicative clarity when interacting with
agents. This echoes literature on human machined dialogue, where
users are commonly seen to not only use more command based
utterances [1], but also adapt their language choices based on this
desire to ensure communicative success [4, 16]. People’s percep-
tions of automated partner communicative competence (i.e. their
partner models [15, 19]) are critical drivers of user language choices

in agent interaction, with adaptation on the user side because of au-
tomated agents being seen as less competent and flexible dialogue
partners [4, 20]. This is likely to inform the command based linguis-
tic choices of the types seen in this work (e.g. [1, 40]). The nature
of the task also seems to support this partner model, as the task
emphasises the more command based interactions with the agent.
This interaction is therefore an example where the interaction task
fits well with people’s existing preconceptions of agents abilities as
communicative partners. It is important for future speech design
in VEs, as well as speech applications more widely, to keep this in
mind so as to design appropriately for speech based control. It is
also important to note that context may significantly influence the
types of interactions users feel are appropriate with agents [10]. For
instance, a more social task may make users more likely to engage
in social conversation with agents. Yet, this may not lead to the
same types of language use seen in social conversation with other
people. Recent work highlights that when comparing conversation
with agents to conversation with other people, users tend to see
task-based and command oriented interactions as more character-
istic of agent conversation [10], making it fundamentally different
to human conversation [10, 40, 42]. Future work could elucidate
this debate by exploring the types of patterns of conversation that
occur in more social or multimodal interactive contexts with agents
in VR.

5.2 Scaffolding Learnability & Discoverability
Similarly, it is important to scaffold the learnability of user input.
While discovery-based learning can be successful [38], making
the available commands visible to users is a common challenge in
speech-based interaction [14, 36, 37]. Recent work on speech agents
has shown that strategies to increase discoverability such as mak-
ing commands available through phrases such as "what can I say?"
improve perceived usability compared to agents without these func-
tions [27]. Similar methods could be explored in VE environments
when using speech, along with use of multimodal feedback and dis-
play to support discoverability. Furthermore, it may be important
to scaffold users’ understanding of system output depending on
the input modalities used. This reflects recent speech and human-
artificial intelligence (AI) design guidelines, emphasising the need
for appropriate feedback [2, 51, 56] and using multimodal feedback
when available [56]. With the introduction of 3D space, however,
feedback methods for discoverability and learnability may need to
be further evaluated.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Because the aim of the study was for users to be able to directly
compare the types of agent based feedback developed, participants
were able to interact with all three feedback types simultaneously.
This was so as to make the comparison of feedback salient for the
post interaction interviews, and allow users to select the agents
they interacted with the most in the session. Although beneficial
to emphasise comparison, in a real-world interaction agents are
unlikely to be categorised into mutually exclusive feedback types.
Future work could conduct a more controlled study to compare
more quantitatively the effects of using each feedback type in in-
teraction. In future quantitative analysis, we also hope to explore
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the effect of feedback type on both the prevalence and the nature
of deictic references.

The study focused on one user commanding many agents in
a VE interaction, Yet multiple user scenarios are common in VEs.
It is therefore important to explore the potential impact of agent
feedback design as well as voice control in multi-user multi agent
domains. This type of interaction would likely include talk between
users and as well as between user and agents. Especially in sit-
uations were users were competing, this may lead to significant
challenges for voice based interaction with agents, ensuring that
the correct command is understood and acted upon. Currently,
prominent VE work using voice in VE agent interaction focuses
on individual users [55], future studies should look to expand this
towards multiple user scenarios.

The study used three conditions that varied in feedback modality,
showing that users in the study had a clear preference for auditory
feedback. That said, some of the other feedback modalities may
have varied in their subtlety by comparison, especially that used in
the visual feedback condition. It is therefore important for future
work to explore how other types of visual feedback may compare
to the conditions within this study.

7 CONCLUSION
Speech is growing in popularity as an input modality, yet is not
heavily used in VE interactions. Our novel evaluation explored the
role of agent feedback in a speech based VE interaction, asking
users to compare their experiences controlling agents that used
speech, visual or behavioural feedback mechanisms. We found that,
when using speech in VE, auditory feedback was highly preferred
as this gave them the ability to multitask and move to other phases
of the task. When interacting with the agents using speech, com-
mand based language was commonly used. Participants also clearly
altered their speech to suit the type of task as well as the nature
of the agent as a machine partner, altering their language to make
sure they would be understood. Overall our work sheds light on the
importance of feedback in speech based VE experiences, identifying
that using speech based feedback to match the control modality
leads to a positive VE experience.
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